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 ABSTRACT 

 
Deep learning is the newest field of machine learning that is gaining widespread popularity in almost all 

fields and has piqued the interest of all major technology giants including the likes of Google, Facebook, 

Amazon etc. With the availability of large volumes of data-sets along with the widespread use of GPUs 

that make parallel processing faster, cheaper and more powerful, machines can learn representations of 

image, text and audio and produce abstractions with the deep learning approach with lower error rates. 
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[1] INTRODUCTION  

Deep learning can be seen as part of machine learning algorithms that learn multiple levels of 

representations of data such as text, audio, image and video using deep neural network architectures. 

Deep learning became the talk of the town after the ImageNet Challenge [1] in 2012 won by Geoffrey 

Hinton, from  University of Toronto who used a CNN model for classification and Since then 

there was no looking back. The major applications of deep learning today are associated with 

computer vision, (which includes object detection, target detection and speech recognition, 

pose estimation, facial recognition), natural language processing, biotechnology 

and chemistry. 

Since, these DNNs work on massive data sets and require large amount of computations for the 

learning process, training of DNNs on standard CPUs requires a large amount of time. The processing 

hours may be in hours and sometimes extend into days. Lately, the widespread use of GPUs has given 

the necessary push to deep learning. They carry out computations in parallel which 

drastically reduces the processing time from hours to a mere seconds. The major advantage of using 

GPUs is that they are easily available, cheaper and provide results with same or increased accuracy in 

a much lesser amout of time. 

 

[2] NEURAL NETWORKS AND DEEP NEURAL NETWORKS 

A classic neural network consists of simple connected processors called neurons that are organised in three 

layers: Input, hidden and output layers. Each layer will accept the output from the preceding layer as its input 

and produce an output using supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms. The final output is given by the 

output layer. This is called a feed forward neural network. 

 

Shallow neural networks consist of a maximum of two hidden layers while on the other hand, for deep neural 

networks, the neurons are cascaded into multiple levels where number of hidden layers can be in hundreds or 

even thousands. The Deep Neural Networks mainly learn representations in a hierarchical manner that is, from 

lower level to higher level to very high level of representation. 
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Each input has a weight and each neuron has a bias associated with it. The network is trained on the training 

data set with the back propagation algorithm. In this, the known label for the given inputs are compared with the 

label computed by the DNN and the errors are calculated. Accordingly, 

the weights and bias values are adjusted to minimise the error using stochastic gradient approach 

 
Figure 1: A typical Neural Network 

 

[3]DEEP LEARNING ARCHITECTURES  

A large number of deep learning architectures are available today such as Deep Belief Networks, 

Autoencoders, Boltzman Machines etc. However, the convolutional neural network is the most 

commonly used architecture in deep learning 

 [3.1]CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS  

Convolutional neural networks are feed forward neural networks which are widely used for image 

recognition applications and work well with image like data such as sound and text. The features are 

learnt progressively over each layer that is, from learning the very rudimentary edges at the lower 

layers and building up to complete objects at higher layers. The CNNs are trained using the back- 

propagation algorithm. 

CNN architecture is made up of a certain basic components and which can 

be stacked upon one another for hierarchical feature learning giving rise to deep 

stacking. A typical CN architecture is given in Figure 1 [1] 

 
 

Figure 2:CNN Architecture 

 

[3.1.1]CONVOLUTION LAYER: 

Convolution layers lie at the very heart of a CNN. This layer consists of various “Filters" which are 

used to represent a basic feature in the image. The filters are then traversed across the length and the 

breadth of the entire input image to find matches.  

This can be done by dividing the images into a number of patches and then carrying out the filtering 

process over these patches. The first task is to line up the feature filter with the image match. 

Corresponding pixel values are then multiplied. Finally all the resultant values are added and divided 
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by the total number of pixels in the map. This is repeated for each of the feature available. Eventually, 

we obtain a stack of filtered images from one single input image at the output of the convolutional 

layer 

 

 

[3.1.2] POOLING LAYER 

Pooling layers are often added after the Convolutional layer. Many non linear functions are used for 

pooling out of which the max pooling is commonly used. Pooling is majorly concerned with reducing 

the size of the representation. Max Pooling in simple terms can be explained as follows: 

 First a window size is chosen (usually 2 or 3) 

  Next the value of the stride ie, number of pixels to advance by is chosen 

(usually 2) 

  the window is moved across the filtered image one stride at a time. 

 Maximum pixel value within the window will be selected. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Max Pooling 

[3.1.3] RELU LAYER 

The ReLU layer, also known as Rectified linear units layer will apply the ReLU activation function on 

the pixel values. Activation Functions are mainly used to restrict the value of the outputs between zero 

to one. The function for ReLU can be defined as: 

 

𝑓(𝑥) = max(0, 𝑥) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: A ReLU function 

This simply means that the negative values will be turned to zero in the filtered images. Figure 2 

shows the ReLU function. 

 

[3.1.4] FULLY CONNECTED LAYER 

The fully connected layer is the last layer that will be applied after all the layers. This layer is 

responsible for the decision making. In this a list of feature values will become a list of votes". This 

vote will depend on how strongly the value predicts the object in the image. 
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[3.1.5] HYPER PARAMETERS FOR CNN 

There are various hyper-parameter or \knobs " for each layer that will decide 

the performance of the CNN. These include: 

 Convolution Layer: The number and size of the features 

 Pooling Layer: The window size and stride 

 Fully Connected Layers: The number of neurons 

 

[3.1.6] LIMITATIONS OF CNNs 

However, the only downside of CNNs are that they only capture spatial patterns of data, that means, 

that CNNs are less efficient on data which cannot be made to look like images like data present in 

database tables etc. 

 

[4]DEEP LEARNING FRAMEWORKS 

There a number of frameworks available today for deep learning. The most common being Torch, 

Theano, Caffe, Kaldi, Keras, cntk etc. 

 

[4.1] CuDNN 
CuDNN [3]( NVIDIA CUDA Deep Neural Network library) is a library consisting of low level APIs in 

C language that is mainly used for GPU acceleration. The APIs provided by the the library are low 

level which facilitates the integration of CuDNN in other frameworks such as Caffe, Theano or Torch. 

The library has implementations of several common routines such as forward and backward 

propagation, pooling and activation functions along with routines for tensor transformations that allow 

manipulation of 4d tensors. Cudnn is often used for accelerating GPUs for training and allows 

multithreading. The APIs must be called from the host but the input and output data must reside on 

the GPU memory. Any thread on the host can call these APIs as the entire library is thread safe. 

CuDNN provides routines for various activation functions such as sigmoid, hyperbolic tan, ReLU, 

softmax etc. It is supported on Windows, Linux and MacOS systems with Pascal, Kepler, Maxwell, 

Tegra K1 or Tegra X1 GPUs. the integration of CuDNN with frameworks such as Caffe have shown a 

sharp increase in the performance when used on GPUs. 

 

[4.2] CAFFE 
Caffe [2]  is an open source framework developed and maintained by Berkeley Vision and Learning 

Center (BVLC) . The code is completely written in C++ along with CUDA for GPU support and also 

provides Matlab and Python bindings.  

The major highlight of Caffe is its modularity that is,it allows extensibility of code and supports active 

development. Caffe is designed keeping speed and expression in mind. Caffe also enables acceleration 

using GPUs where the switching between CPU and GPU is done by exactly one function call. Data is 

stored and communicated in the form of 4 dimensional arrays called as blobs. The Memory is 

allocated on demand (ie lazily) on both the host and the device. The data is loaded into the blobs in 

the CPU code and the CUDA kernel is called for carrying out computations on GPU and finally the 

blob is transferred to the next level.  

A Caffe layer takes blobs as its input and will give out one or more blobs as its output. Each layer has 

two key responsibilities:  

 A forward pass which will take input and produce an output 

 A backward pass which takes the gradient with respect to the output and evaluates the 

gradient with respect to the parameters and inputs and back propagates it to the previous 

layer. 

Caffe can process over 40 million images a day on a single K40 or Titan GPU and also supports 

cuDNN 5.0. Hence it is considered one of the fastest frameworks. 

Caffe was originally developed for computer vision but has wider applications today such as object 

detection, robotics, neuroscience and astronomy. 
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[4.3] THEANO 
Theano[4] is an open source project developed at the Universitate de Montreal and available under a 

BSD license. It is a framework written in Python that facilitates research in deep learning. Theano 

consists of a mathematical compiler that provides most of the NumPy's functionalities. However, in 

addition to this automatic differentiation, GPU support and faster expression evaluation is also 

provided. Theano allows defining, optimising and evaluating of high level mathematical expressions 

on multidimensional arrays (tensors) Along with these the compiler provides optimizations to draw 

out as much performance as possible from the hardware available. These optimisations may include 

use of GPU for computations, constant folding, merging of similar sub graphs to avoid redundant 

calculation, arithmetic simplification etc Theano supports cuDNN 5.0 for GPU acceleration and has 

shown to achieve higher speed and performance with respect to hand crafted C implementations. 

 

[5] NVIDIA DIGITS 
A DIGIT (Deep Learning GPU training system) is an interactive development tool designed by 

NVIDIA that allows data scientists and researchers to develop and train Deep Neural Networks. It 

provides a user friendly interface through which the databases can be created by incorporating various 

images that are used for training. DIGITS allows configuration of network models and also provides 

certain pre-trained models such as AlexNet, GoogleLeNet. It is basically a web application that uses a 

web server and can easily be run from a web browser. The major advantage of using a web server is 

that the data sets are always available and the entire team can work on a single data set. On the other 

hand, the teams can work on single data but different network configurations and can even share the 

results and accuracies. DIGITS enable the user to monitor and compare the accuracies of various 

network models with just a few clicks. The network accuracy can be maximized by varying certain 

parameters such as bias, neural activation functions, pooling windows, and layers. The main 

application opens up to a main console from where, one can create a database and next configure the 

network model. The user may choose from an existing model, modify the model or even create a new 

one. After this, the main training process begins. The interface also has various tools for DNN 

optimization which will list existing databases, previously trained models, as well as the training 

activities in progress. DIGITS uses cuDNN for GPU acceleration support and multi GPU support is 

available from DIGITS2 onwards. It also integrates the Caffe framework which drastically speeds up 

the operations. 

 

[6] ROLE OF GPUs IN DEEP LEARNING 
The task of training deep neural networks for applications such as image classification or object and 

target detection is a very time consuming task. A major amount of time is required for carrying out 

complex operations such as convolutions or large matrix multiplications. Using a generic CPU for 

computing these operations can take a lot of time which can extend into days too. Also, an increasing 

amount of data signifies a proportionate increase in the operations carried out and hence means longer 

computation time. The availability of GPUs enabled with massive computing powers has 

given the necessary push to deep learning and is the main reason for its recent boom. GPUs are best 

suited for a larger, complex computations, number crunching applications, and intensive matrix 

multiplications. This is mainly because all the operations are carried out parallely on large number of 

cores available on GPUs. The use of GPUs is highly advantageous as they provide faster results with 

better or same accuracies. Also, they are widely available at lower cost and have lower footprints in 

terms of power consumption as compared to conventional CPUs. 

A particular approach is mentioned in [5] which uses a modified CNN architecture and uses GPUs to 

accelerate target detection with deep learning.  

Over the years, may researchers and data analysts are adopting GPUs for speeding up the training 

process. This can easily seen by the comparing the number of entries in the ImageNet[1] Classification 

challenge that have used training model with GPUs. The results show a rapid increase in these entries 

over the years. Along with this, newer models of GPUs having higher capabilities have also 

shown remarkable results for the overall performance. 
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[7] APPLICATIONS OF DEEP LEARNING 

 
[7.1] DEEP LEARNING IN ASTRONOMY 

Structural analysis of galaxy images is useful for studying the galaxy formation and its evolution. Our 

universe consists of many billions of galaxies and studying the properties of those galaxies will allow 

us to obtain a deeper understanding of physics of the universe that we live in. Surveys conducted 
by Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) [11] have provided us with a huge data in the form of millions of 

images, which has allowed researchers to conduct analysis on galaxy morphology. Morphological 

analysis is usually carried out by trained experts, and it takes a lot of time and is impractical when 

large numbers of images are involved. Required levels of precision were not achieved by all the 
Previous efforts to build machine learning based systems. So, the Galaxy Zoo project applied a crowd 

sourcing strategy for classification, which used online volunteers to classify the images by answering 

a series of questions. However, even this approach did not scale properly to keep up with the 

increasing size of datasets. To deal with these problems, an automated approach became necessary. 

The availability of training set from crowd sourcing made it feasible to train machine learning models 

for this task effectively. The Deep Neural Networks (Feed-Forward Neural Networks and 

Convolutional Neural Networks) [6] exhibited exceptional performance in galaxy structure 

classification, which exploits translational and rotational symmetry in the images.  
For recent or planned deep astronomical surveys, it became important to tell stars and galaxies apart, a 

task known as Star/Galaxy Separation Problem (SGSP) [7]. At faint magnitudes, the separation 

between pointy and extended sources is fuzzy, which makes SGSP a hard task. This problem is even 

harder for large surveys like Dark Energy Survey (DES) and, in near future, the Large Synoptic 

Survey Telescope (LSST) [10] due to their large data volume. Hence, the search for classification 

methods that are both accurate and efficient is highly relevant, which in turn is fulfilled by the Neural 

Networks. 

[7.2] DEEP LEARNING FOR IoT 

Internet of Things has changed much about the world we live in, right from the way we drive, how we 

purchase and how energy reaches our home. Sophisticated sensors and chips are embedded in devices 

that surround us. This devices provide us valuable data, which helps us understand how this Things 

work and how they work together.IOT provides a common platform for devices to communicate with 

each other. The process begins at devices itself. They securely communicate 

with IOT platform. IOT platform integrates data from all these devices and applies data analytics to 

share the most valuable data to address industry specific applications. Deep Learning provides a 

solution for IOT's requirement of deep computation. The scalability and flexibility of deep learning 

distinguish it as a powerful approach for a real-time system like a smart sensor in the continuously 

changing environment of commercial buildings. Another advantage of using neural networks is that 

they are extremely portable, and can be very easily built and customized using available software  

libraries. This allows the neural network to run the same network on different types of devices. Deep 

Learning pushes the data analytics at edge nodes and decentralizes the architecture. The devices  

become more intelligent and capable of analysing the data and provide runtime controlled agile 

response. It is used to cater various IOT applications like Human Activity Recognition as shown in 

[13] with the help of Multi Layer Neural Network with Back Propagation exhibit accurate 

performance, Smart Parking system as shown in [14] makes use of CNN to distinguish vacant parking 

space and this analysed data is communicated to user. For low processing power units the neural 

network is pre trained and its memory requirements are reduced and only Feed Forward Neural 

Networks are deployed on such units. 

 

[7.3] VEHICLE SPEED PREDICTION 

Apart from making the cars smarter using deep learning approaches with the use of various sensors 

like LIDAR, RADAR, SONAR and having a framework on top of GPU like CUDA and MATLAB 

which helps in object detection, deep learning is not only confined to these objectives but we can use 

these algorithms to know the various patterns while driving and hence, reduce the energy 

consumption which is becoming a global issue these days. Vehicle Speed profile can be calculated 

which helps in predetermining the alternate routes and calculating the energy (fossil fuel) required at 
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the initial level. However, the vehicle speed that a given driver chooses will vary from driver to driver 

from time to time or can be slower or faster than the average traffic now. Deep Learning approaches 

to this problem can help to identify at the beginning of a drive cycle which can be used in 

optimization algorithm to minimize the amount of fossil fuel used in the trip. The use of hybrid 

vehicles where one is "clean" source like battery and other is "dirty" like internal combustion engines 

helps in reducing the reliability on fossil fuels. However, if the clean source is depleted, the dirty 

energy becomes the primary source resulting in overall generation of CO2. If the vehicle control 

system is able to predict the energy during complete trip and subsections of the trip, it can optimize 

the balance between the clean and dirty sources. The primary vehicle characteristic is vehicle speed 

that drives the energy consumption. A deep learning based on Stacked Auto encoders can learn 

features of a freeway section in such a way that when these features are taken as input to a traditional 

neural network that is capable of learning a driver's behaviour, it can accurately predict the vehicle 

speed at each point over the driven. The work of predicting traffic now comprises of 2 steps. First, 

feature learning and second, model learning. The Deep belief Network on the bottom of their deep 

architecture is used as a feature learning model. History data is fed into DBN to learn these features. 

Each layer of DBN functions as a process of nonlinear Feature transformation. Features learned at the 

top layer are used as representative feature for modelling of data. The output of a DBN is fed into a 

regression layer for the job of prediction. This approach uses some of the same concepts in current 

research like Big data input, multiple layer deep learning network and unsupervised learning of 

historical data. The goal of this idea is to predict average traffic now and not the individual speed of a 

vehicle. We develop an optimal power train energy management control strategy that is customer 

specific from these predictions as shown in [12]. 

 

 [8 ] CONCLUSION 

Deep Learning has now become the most sought after technology and every other field has an 

application for it. The ever increasing volume of data along with the wide availability of GPUs 

offering improved capabilities has extensively popularised the adoption of Deep Learning technology 

especially with uses that are related to Artificial Intelligence. Hence it is not wrong to assert that this 

technology is definitely here to stay and grow over the years ultimately leading us towards a smarter 

future. 
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